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Duffy Lake ride, lunch break, Lillooet, BC
MEMBERSHIP DUES—$25.00/Year (April 1st to March 31st). USA $30.00, INT. $40.00
If your bank/credit union has Interac, just send your payment to bmoc.treasurer@gmail.com.
Create a question and answer, send answer to bmoc.treasurer@gmail.com note that exact let‐
tering is important (capitals etc). Make cheques payable to BMOC and mail cheque to BMOC
Treasurer, 26‐920 Citadel Drive, Port Coquitlam, BC, V3C 5X8. Foreign cheques add $5.
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BMOC ADMINISTRATION FOR 2019‐2020
BMOC EXECUTIVE
Past President, Robert Smith,t695sprint@icloud.com
President, Nigel Spaxman, nigelspaxman@gmail.com
Vice President, Patrick Jaune, patrick.jaune@shaw.ca
Secretary, Sean Iles, grenada_sean@yahoo.com
Treasurer, George Fenning bmoc.treasurer@gmail.com
Review Committee: Peter Vanderkooy, peter.vanderkooy@gmail.com
Geoff May, geoffmay@telus.net
Shad Lievesley
MEETINGS
General meetings are held monthly on the second Thursday at 7:30 PM at the Burnaby
Rugby Club at the east end of Sprott Street one block east of Kensington Avenue.
Informal breakfast meetings are held every Sunday at 8:00 AM at Jim’s Café located at
6th Street and 5th Avenue in New Westminster. Informal rides depart following
breakfast, weather permitting.
The West Coast British Motorcycle Club (BMOC) was established in 1985 and is a
registered not for profit society dedicated to the preservation, restoration and use of
British motorcycles. Our newsletter, Good Vibrations, is published five times a year and
is intended to inform and entertain our members. Articles appearing in this newsletter
do not necessarily reflect the opinions of the BMOC. Technical tips, views and opinions
expressed in this newsletter are those of the authors and do not necessarily represent
or reflect the position or policy of the editor or any other BMOC officers.
We welcome all contributions from our members; ‘want’ ads and ‘for sale’ ads are free to
members. They must be limited to motorcycles or motorcycle related items. ‘For Sale‘ ads are
printed with the good faith that the seller’s description of the goods is fair and accurate. The
BMOC assumes no responsibility for the accuracy of the advertisements.
Articles, reports, photographs and ads may be Emailed to: dgfenning@gmail.com
Visit the BMOC website, BMOC.ca for a full colour version of the Good Vibrations and the latest
event calendar. Help us keep in touch. If you have changed your mailing address, phone number
or email please inform the Club Secretary
BMOC is a member and supports AIM & BCCOM
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President’s Message by Nigel Spaxman
Mid May Allyson and I met about 6 other members for the Shakedown Run. I don’t
know for sure when we started the Shakedown Run, but I can remember leading one
of those rides myself, in about 1995, around the hills of the Dewdney Trunk Road. I
wonder if anyone remembers when the first one might have been. Many of those
backroads were first shown to me by Ross McArthur when he led a similar ride the
summer before when we had a campout at Fort Langley. A few weeks before that
there was the Ride and Tune. That is a tradition that goes way back as well. I remem‐
ber attending some of those at Garry Carpenters house in Ladner. That must have
been many years ago as well, but maybe there was some venue before that. I suppose
a lot of these events are chronicled in the old issues of the GV. We have had the GV
going back to the very early days of the club. I used to have that first issue but I think I
gave it to Jim Bush. It was a lot different publishing something like that years ago, it
was all done with photocopiers and black and white photos.
A lot of the patterns in this club were established by our first elected President, Alistair
Wilson. He arranged the first Whistler Campout, our participation in the Vancouver
Motorcycle show, our first constitution, and the first newsletter. At the April meeting
the members present all agreed to make Alistair a lifetime member. I and many of the
members agree that he deserves this appreciation. Apparently, no such membership
category actually exists in our constitution, although we have one other such member
and there have been others before as well. Alistair lives in Ontario so without this hon‐
orary connection with the club he wouldn’t bother being a member at all. He is well
connected with the clubs in Ontario, and will make a good addition to our club. I don’t
think it is much different than some other arrangements we have had over the years
like where we exchange newsletters with other clubs. Unless I hear a massive amount
of disagreement about this I think we can send him the newsletters and leave him on
our membership list. I have only heard from one member complaining about it. He
thinks that if we extend this to Alistair that there are others who are more deserving
who we need not to leave out. I agree there are others very deserving, but I don’t
think that is the point at all. If any other members object to Alistair being our second
living lifetime member please call or E mail me. If there are more than about 6 people
who object maybe we will have to do a lot more discussion etc. It will go on and on
forever and this is exactly the sort of thing that I think is no fun and is a complete
waste of time but if you want to snivel go ahead.
I started tonight to make arrangements for the Isle of Lamb event on Saltspring Island.
This event has been held for decades and is really fun. If you don’t like camping then
rent a bed and breakfast. The date will be June 21, 22, 23. From now till September
there are motorcycle events pretty much every weekend so please take a good look at
the calendar and make your plans.
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Norton Motors factory visit by John Martin
We all know that the original Norton factory, then named NVT (Norton Villiers
Triumph), made its last motorcycle in 1975, the electric start Norton Commando Mk3
850cc Interstate & Roadster. A small number of motorcycles trickled out of the factory
for another couple of years, made from remaining spare parts.
After this, the history of Norton is less well known, after liquidation, the Norton name
was split between Norton UK, Germany, America & the Rest of the World. In the
1980's & early part of the 1990's Norton UK concentrated on making 600cc twin rotor
Wankel engined motorcycles for the UK police force & the public, the Classic,
Commander & F1 Sport. Norton even raced the rotary in the UK & GP's with it's biggest
achievement, winning the 1992 IOM TT Senior with Steve Hislop. The company was
run Pillippe LeRoux who tried to diversify Norton's products outside the motorcycle
business, but failed.
Here's the Canadian connection, the company was bought by Nelson Scalbania in 1993
& "managed" by his daughter Rosanda, who promptly tried to sell off all of the remain
assets. In 1994 the company was reverted to Aquilini Investments. In 1996 the
Shenstone factory was closed down & moved to a small site at Rugeley where they
made small aircraft wankel engine parts until 2005.
Up to the present date, in the 2000's, a UK businessman named Stuart Garner, bought
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the rights from a US concern & relaunched Norton at Donington Hall where he put into
production the Norton Commando 961 models. These were redeveloped bikes,
originally produced by Kenny Dreer in the late 1990's in Oregon USA.
If you want to visit the Norton factory you can book it on their webpage, it takes about
2 hours to go around the factory. Donington Hall is an impressive building with new
additions for fabrication & design office. On arrival, you meet a knowledgeable guide
in the showroom where customers have already ordered & paid for their bikes & are
waiting for pick up. There must have been about 7 bikes in different colors &
specification. Next door is a service bay where technicians work on bikes that have
been brought in for updates or repairs.
Across the grounds is the fabrication shop where, mufflers & exhausts are welded
together, frames manufactured, alloy petrol tanks shaped & welded. For items that
Norton buy in, they use as many local manufactures as possible. Many new CNC
machined parts for the new Norton designed 1200cc V4 motor were on display to
examine. The alloy frame & swinging arm are a work of art.
Back in the main building is the assembly shop where individual 961 Commando's are
hand built by a team of 3/4 technicians. There are only 4 work stations, so production
has a waiting list from when you order your bike from the dealership. In a holding area
there were a number of nearly fully assembled bikes waiting for minor parts to be
installed. On display stands were the 2 versions of the new limited production Norton
V4 superbike, which looked impressive in either carbon fibre or chrome finish. All 200
have already been sold at 44,000 pounds each! In a fenced off corner, a group of
technicians were working on Norton's own V4 1000cc engine racer, we were not
allowed to get anywhere near it or photograph it.
Norton maybe now only be a small bit player in the motorcycle industry, but they are
striving to build a strong client base. And with a new Norton engine 650cc twin
scrambler being launched on the market in the near future, I hope a new solid future
awaits this progressive company, & with a fully fit John McGuinness racing for them
next year, maybe even another IOM TT win.

2019 UPCOMING BMOC ACTIVITIES
July 4-7 - Riondel Camp Out, Okanagan Chapter
July 6 - Flat Track racing at Pemberton Speedway
July 11 - BMOC General Meeting, Burnaby Rugby Clubhouse, 7:30pm
July 14 - Victoria Show’n Shine and Swap Meet , Vintage incl, Victoria Motorcycle Club
Aug 8 - BMOC General Meeting, Burnaby Rugby Club house 7:30pm
Aug 10 - Mission Raceway Historic Laps BMOC invited
Aug 18 - Vintage in the Valley Chilliwack BC; vintagemotorcycleshows.com
Aug 16-17 - 39th Annual Tenino Swap Meet>. AMCA Evergreen chapter
Aug 23-25 - 50th Annual Heritage Classic Weekend. South Surrey, BC
Aug 24-25 - Frontier Rally at Colin Kelly’s, Williams Lake, BC
Aug 31 Crescent Beach Invitational, https://crescentbeachconcours.com
NOTE THAT THERE WILL BE NO CLOVERDALE CLASSIC & VINTAGE SWAP MEET IN 2019.
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This following extract was published in issue 468 of the Velocette Owners Club
magazine “Fishtail” and is reproduced here with the kind permission of the extract author John Sullivan and with permission from VOC and Fishtail

Are you blind?
A fighter pilot’s survival guide to avoiding collisions

John Sullivan

My thanks to Tom Roche who referred me to this article. If you search on: Portsmouth CTC Fighter Pilot you should find it. What follows are some extracts but I
strongly recommend that you read the whole thing. Not only is it very interesting but
it will change the way in which you drive/ride. If you don't have access to the internet, find somebody who does …
Who hasn’t thought this at some point whilst cycling or driving? Now, who
can say that, at some point in their own driving history, they have not been about to
manoeuver when a car or bike seemed to come out of nowhere? You may have con‐
cluded that they must have been driving too fast or you would have seen them. Per‐
haps, on such an occasion, you were the recipient of that loud and urgent query?
Well, here’s the bad news ‐ yes, you were. For small periods of time you are
completely incapable of seeing anything at all. Most of the time this is not a problem
but it is if it means that you fail to see a vehicle that is just about to occupy the same
point in space and time as you are. The good news is that understanding why we
sometimes do not see things allows us to adopt some defensive strategies.
When we move our head and eyes to scan a scene, our eyes are incapable of
moving smoothly across that scene and seeing everything. Just like trying to take a
picture without holding the camera still, the image would be blurred. So, our clever
brain overcomes this by moving our eyes in a series of jumps (called saccades) with
very short pauses (called fixations) and it is only during the pauses that an image is
processed. Our brains fill in the gaps with a combination of peripheral vision and an
assumption that what is in the gaps must be the same as what you see during the
pauses. Your brain actually blocks the image that is being received while your eyes are
moving.
The saccade/fixation mechanism has always served us rather well, but it does
present us with some shortcomings now that we routinely climb into metal boxes and
hurtle towards each other. Our eyes and brains are just not designed for this ‐ our
world has changed far faster than our bodies can adapt.
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lf you get to a junction and move your head right and left to look for oncoming
traffic, you need to understand that you cannot guarantee that you have seen
approaching traffic. It is entirely possible for our eyes to ‘jump over’ an oncoming
vehicle during one of the saccades. You are not being inattentive; you are physically
incapable of seeing anything during a saccade.
It gets worse. The faster you move your head, the larger the saccades, and
the shorter the fixations. So, you are more likely to jump over an oncoming vehicle
and less likely to detect any movement in your peripheral vision.
It gets even worse. Research has shown that we tend not to look near to
the edges of a framed scene ‐ like the edges of a windscreen. So, not only do the
door pillars represent a physical blind spot, but our eyes tend not to fixate near to
them, leading to an even bigger saccade. One further point of interest, our ears
usually contribute to the process of building up a picture of our surroundings too but
in our metal cocoons this is yet another cue that we are denied.
There is also the phenomenon of ‘expectation’ ‐ your brain is less likely to
recognise something that you are not expecting to see. If you think that the road is
empty, you are less likely to register that a vehicle is actually present.
So, what can we do about it? Well, quite a lot actually, as forewarned is
forearmed ...
Now you need to go the website and find out how! This article first
appeared in the forces pension society magazine Pennant and is
reproduced here by kind permission of the editor.
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Building a Rob North Triumph Trident T160 by John Martin
I had gone through a bad divorce (are there any good ones?) in 2004 &
wanted to cheer myself up with what money I had remaining from the settlement.
Before I emigrated from England in 1982, I had always admired the style of the Rob
North racers of the early 70’s & thought I should build one. I was racing a Commando
engine in a Featherbed frame in the SOTP series in the Pacific North West & was
getting beaten badly by Tridents & Honda 4’s. Maybe if I had one, I could stay with the
likes of Tom Mellor on his fast Trident, but it takes more than the bike as Tom is a way
better racer than me. Trident Engineering in the UK was owned by John Sims at the
time I ordered my frame & ancillaries. Little did I know, was that he was selling the
company & I never received many of the parts I ordered from him in 2006. No matter
how many times I called him or emailed him, he just kept saying the remaining parts
were in the mail. Eventually he simply stopped answering the phone or my emails.
The T160 engine came from Jim Bush who had purchased it on Ebay from the
USA, as a spare for his street bike. He had sold his T160, so I bought the spare engine
for my project in 2006. The engine was partly disassembled, but from its external
appearance, it seemed to have spent most of its life in a sand pit. Upon taking it
further apart, it must have also been in a swamp from the water mark on the clutch
basket. Inside the crankcases were wood splinters (how did they get there?) & the
crankshaft oil ways were full of grey sludge. Otherwise the engine looked like it had
done few miles & was amazingly in remarkable good condition. Jim had apologized for
the appearance of the engine, but it has nothing to do with him & was bought as seen.
In 2007, I was transferred overseas to work in Perth Australia for 4 years &
when I returned in 2011 to Vancouver, vintage racing at WMRC in Mission & the SOTP
series was in decline with not many British vintage bikes being raced.
Over the following years, when spare money became available, I ordered the
missing Rob North parts from Les Whiston, the present owner of Rob North Triples. I
also bought a set of Triumph disc front forks, yokes, front & rear disc brake hubs from
Ebay. The alloy rims & stainless steel spokes came from Buckanan’s in the USA. The
rear shock absorbers are Hagon Premium.
The project started in earnest at the beginning of 2018 when both of my
parents passed away in quick succession the previous year. That was a big wake up call
for me to start living my life & complete the project I had started collecting parts for.
The plan changed from building a race bike to building a street bike that Triumph could
have made in the early 70’s.
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One of the biggest problems of building a special so far away from the UK
parts industry is that you spend a lot of money on shipping & import duty. Parts take a
long time to get through Canada’s import system, so if you forget to order something
you are on hold until that part arrives with the next package. Air Mail from the UK to
Canada took a ridiculous 7 weeks because of customs inspections, but if I used my USA
mailing account just across the border, the parts would be there within 2 weeks!
The engine is a tight fit in the frame, so I protected the frame with house
water pipe insulation foam tubing during assembly. The crankcases with the crank
inside, was laid on it’s side & the frame laid over it. The most important engine spacer
is the one that goes on the timing side of the bottom mounting stud. From memory, I
believe this to be ¾”. If you get this wrong, you will not be able to fasten the inner
primary chain case cover to the crankcases, because this also bolts directly to the
swinging arm gusset plate at the rear of the frame. I made up the other spacers for the
front & bottom engine mounting studs on my little Myford 7 lathe. I can’t believe how
many spacers I had to make for this bike to make all the ancillary parts fit correctly.
The rest of the engine was assembled in the frame, I have no idea how this will come
out, if I need to work on anything deep inside the engine!
Once the engine was positioned in the frame, the rear wheel chain alignment
can be ascertained & more spacers
made to correctly locate the rear
wheel hub in the swinging arm.
Then the rim can be laced onto the
rear hub to the correct offset for
alignment with the front wheel.
The installation of the
steering head bearings caused me
the biggest concern. I was using the
stock Triumph disc brake yokes &
not the fabricated Rob North yokes that require a wider front wheel hub. Not that this
made any difference to the problem encountered. The top steering tube bearing
housing was not circular. The steering head tube had been machined BEFORE it had
been welded into the frame & had become elliptical during the welding process. You
would think on a frame this expensive, that the manufacturer would have machined
the head bearing mounting AFTER being welded into the frame. Luckily a local machine
shop was able to machine the top bearing housing circular again. There was also a
problem obtaining the correct steering head taper roller bearings. The stock Triumph
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steering stem is ¾” & the bearings used in the frame are 1”I/D, a sleeve had to be
machined for the bottom bearing. Luckily the stock Triumph bearing adjuster nut has
a 1” O/D & that can be used for the top
bearing. I’m not too sure what the Rob
North fabricated yoke stem diameter
is, but you do have the spacing of the
fork stanchions at 8” & not the
standard Triumph width.
I installed an extra front disc &
Lockheed caliper onto a new left fork
leg to give a double disc front brake set
up. The rear wheel has a disc brake hub
from a Bonneville, the speedometer take off is on the right side of the rear wheel
instead of the left, outside the dished rear sprocket on a T160. Because the gear
change is on the left side of a T160, I had to manufacture a rear brake master
cylinder mounting plate on the right side. Luckily there were extra frame mounting
points for something in that area, but I’m not sure what they are for. On the Rob
North, the normal mounting points for the rear brake master cylinder are on the left
side of the bike. All the brake hoses were manufactured from braided stainless lines
& fittings with Brembo master cylinders.
I wanted all the electrical components to be original period Lucas items, the
headlight shell, lens, hexagon warning lights, indicators, reflectors, rear light, coils &
relays. The one thing I didn’t want, was the original Lucas handle bar switch gear, I
used modern Triumph switch gear from a 2013 Speed Triple. Because I wanted a
clean look on the bike, I hid all the electrical components under the petrol tank,
luckily it is like the top of a turtle shell with plenty of room underneath it. I used the
largest sealed lead acid battery that would fit (from a Ducati 998 Monster), situated
between the carburetor air filters & the oil tank, near to the electric starter for the
shortest possible cable route. I thought if it can turn over a 500cc high compression
cylinder, it should turn over a 250cc medium compression cylinder. The position of
the battery now dictated where all the other electrical components could be located.
The 3 coils were mounted above the battery on an alloy plate. All the relays, fuse
box, Boyer electronic ignition & horn were mounted further forward behind the
steering head. All of the electrical components were mounted on rubber insulated P
clips because I didn’t want to weld extra tabs to the frame. The Krober tachometer
that came with the parts dictated that I had to use the Boyer electronic ignition. The
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wiring loom had to be designed & laid out to interconnect all the electrical
components. That took some time to complete, but it all works!
What have I learned so far? There is no centre stand & the side stand is only a
clamp on item, I’m a bit wary of the bike falling over & damaging the alloy tank or
maybe somebody else’s bike. The bike is difficult to kick start with no sturdy stand to
hold it up whilst kicking swiftly. The electric start will not start the bike from cold,
because of the volt drop to the Boyer ignition module not firing the plugs. But it will
start the bike when hot, if you release the starter button & hopefully the engine keeps
spinning long enough for the Boyer to get the 12 volts it requires to fire the plugs. The
steering lock is a bit tight & it has nearly caught me out a few times when turning
around in tight spaces. The stock Triumph front forks are weak & dive excessively. The
open megaphone sounds amazing, that wonderful triple howl, but I am going to have
to make a baffle to take some of the excess noise away, pity!
What would I have done differently? Nothing drastically, but I will try & get
the bike to start when cold with the electric starter. I will systematically change items
until it does start. A) Change the 6 volt coils to 4 volt, which will give the plugs a fatter
spark with the correct 12 volts across all three. B) Replace the lead acid battery for a
Lithium Ion battery with more Cold Cranking Amps capacity. C) Remove the existing
Lucas starter motor for the more modern Dave Madigan electric starter conversion. D)
Discard the Boyer electronic ignition for a Trispark system that fires the plugs
individually instead of all three at the same time, but that would also require the
Krober Tachometer & coils to be changed as well. E) Install Race Tech cartridge
emulators to improve the stock fork damping.
I have the Rob North letter box fairing with all the race sponsor stickers & that
will be mounted in the future, but I do like the look of the naked bike, being able to see
that beautiful engine in that amazing frame. It does have the look of a very early 70’s
street café racer that Triumph could have manufactured & that is what I was trying to
achieve.
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Ride’n Tune 2019 Patrick Jaune
The ride’n tune (or as my daughter‐in‐law calls it, “the ride & tinker”) was held on April
21st this year, which happened to coincide with Easter Sunday. Although it was a
beautiful sunny day, I was concerned that this and the fact that the location was in
Maple Ridge would adversely affect attendance to this event. As it turns out,
everybody must have gone to the early service because a total of 15 motorcycles and
their riders showed up, most of whom appeared to have already prepared their bikes
for the riding season (must have come for the chili). A bunch more people, some with
their better halves, arrived in a variety of 4‐wheeled vehicles to take in the wrenching
from a safe distance. Peter Vanderkooy proceeded to change the oil and filter on his
new age Triumph with the help of a few borrowed tools. Timing was checked and
adjusted on a number of Norton Commandos, thanks to Ian Bardsley who had brought
his trusty ignition light. One fellow rolled up with a Triumph TRW (1957, I believe it
was) in the back of his pick‐up. It was pretty quickly rolled out and relocated to the
driveway where work could begin on it. Tom Mellor jumped into action and
determined pretty quickly that the head needed to come off. Upon doing so, it was
discovered that the flange on the head was worn so badly that it no longer provided
the necessary seal. With the assistance of Jim Bush, the flange was rectified using
sandpaper on a flat surface, a little WD40 and plenty of elbow grease.
Eventually deemed usable, the head was reassembled. I believe the head gasket was
reused and after feeding it a little oil and a bit of fuel, a few tries at the kick start lever
brought the bike to life. A roar went over the crowd (at least that’s how I remember
it). It certainly was elating to see it roar up and down the street. Though not yet a
member, I’m sure the owner has already seen the benefits in joining. Yet another
british bike had been resuscitated (I suppose “resurrected” would have been as
appropriate a term on any other day).
Atttendees enjoyed a bowl of homemade chili, thanks to Geoff May who, knowing the
limits of my culinary abilities, had kindly volunteered to take on the task of providing
enough for everybody. This certainly went a long way to making the event a success.
Thanks, Geoff, and thanks to everyone who participated. It was, in my opinion a great
start to the riding season.
Okanagan Insights Bill Sarjeant
CHANGED the oil and checked over my '82 Bonnie yesterday and it started
immediately!
Great day today in West Kelowna so I think I will scoot down to Peachland to the
Edgewater Pub for a coffee
Great hangout for motorcyclists and they make fish and chips as good as Old Blighty!
Our Okanagan chapter has the RIondel camp out coming up in July 5, 6 and 7! This
would be a great one for the coastal members to ride up to! No bloody ferries and a
great ride through the Monashees as a bonus!
Cheers Bill,

West Kelowna
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The following was submitted by Peter Dent
BOOK REVIEW
“British motorcycles 1945‐1965”
From Aberdare to Wooler
Author: Rinsey Mills
Published by: Herridge & Sons Ltd, Lower Forda, Shebbear,
Beaworthy, Devon EX21 5SY
Tel.: 01409 281990 Fax: 01409 281910
E‐mail: info@herridgeandsons.com
Hardback, 210 x 270mm (portrait); 600 pages with over1,500
illustrations.
ISBN: 978‐1‐906133‐61‐0
£60; $90 US; $110 Canada

Aberdare? Never heard of them? Well, they made motorcycles and small‐capacity
two‐stroke motorcycles under the name of Bown in Wales in the ‘50s. The obscure
Wooler, however, you should be interested in because of the fascinating eccentricity
of John Wooler’s designs. In between the letters A and W you will find all the familiar
names, with a number of unfamiliar ones and lost causes too.
As for the bigger makes, the book contains 75 pages on AJS and Matchless, 27 on
Ariel, 67 on BSA, 41 on Norton, 46 on Royal Enfield, 82 on Triumph, 33 on Velocette
and 20 on Vincent.
There are two very special features about this book: The first is that it gets closer to
the subject bikes and goes deeper into their make‐up than any other encyclopaedic
study of the British motorcycles of the period. The second outstanding feature is the
nature of the illustrations, which are all reproduced from the manufacturers’
contemporary sales brochures and advertising. They range from the comparatively
(and surprisingly) workaday publications of Vincent to the fabulous artwork produced
by the likes of Ariel and Triumph.
The book is structured in such a way that each maker gets a historical introduction,
followed by generously captioned illustrations, in chronological order, of the range of
bikes they made, along with updates and revisions. The captions are not just labels to
the pictures but discuss the bikes in some detail, with insights into their characteristics,
technical aspects, on‐road behaviour and performance, with quotes from
contemporary road tests and input ‐ often witty anecdotes ‐ from the author himself,
who is familiar with a great many British bikes of the period and has more than 50
years of personal experience of them. Compiled mainly from his own considerable
archive, author Rinsey Mills stresses that this unique and high‐quality book is not
intended to be encyclopaedic, but is eminently browsable and a comprehensive and
reliable reference source.
It is interesting to see how the machines evolved over the years, especially the off‐
roaders (when did you last see a 250/350cc Panther Stroud trials model?) and racing
models.
A real page‐turner and highly recommended.
Book reviewed by Jonathan Hill
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Guaranteeing a Return Peter Dent
I was on my way to Lumby for the annual Norton love‐in a few years ago when
something strange happened. There I was cruising along, minding my own, when all
of a sudden the bliss that is a smooth running motor was rudely shattered by a most
horrendous ruckus of clattering and banging. It was instant and it was loud.
Somewhere just beneath me there had been a catastrophic failure and metal was
being smashed violently against metal. This was not good. Perhaps I’m a glass half
empty kind of fellow, but I feared the worst. That awful clattering could well be the
severed half of a con‐rod frenziedly thrashing about in the crankcase........ A mental
image of the crank shearing carnage lit up in my mind as I pulled in the clutch lever
and looked for a place to wreck ‐ seizure was surely imminent, oil must be all over
the place; time to look for something soft to aim at.
All this took place in a fraction of a second. As I pulled over to the side of the road, I
stole a quick glance down to see if there was anything to help me better analyze my
dilemma. And there it was, I saw it straight away: the centre stand spring had
broken and the stand was rapidly alternating between hitting the road and then
being ﬂung back up and hitting the underside of the bike.
It had happened at a perfect place: wide road, hard shoulder, no trafﬁc except for
Gil Yarrow just on my stern quarter, and of course, he had given himself a generous
manoeuvering cushion. And so it was that I coasted to a halt about a half mile
outside of Princeton without further drama.
I wandered back up the road a little way and was even lucky enough to ﬁnd the
errant spring; none the worse for wear other than the missing hook on one end.
Once in Princeton, I was able to peel off another coil from it with my Leatherman
and we were on our way with but a few minutes lost.
My ﬁrst question was ‘why?’ ‐ and I’m afraid I don’t have an answer for you. Why
did the spring break? Well, the metal fatigued and it failed sure, no, the real
question is: why did it break just then? After all, we know that I was on my way to
Lumby, the bike would have been cleaned the day before ‐ we all did that, right? To
clean a bike you would typically use the centre stand if you have one. This means
that just the day before, the stand spring was stretched to twice its resting length.
Surely by all that’s logical, if the metal had been fatigued to the point of failure, it
would have broken then, right there, when it was being loaded with such massive
deﬂection as it got elongated. But it didn’t, it waited fully 24 hours. Strange.
No, it’s more than strange; it scary. I had now established beyond all doubt, that a
spring can fail without any kind of provocation; no rhyme nor reason required. Just
like that, it fails.
So, supposing it had been the side‐stand spring that had let go that day. There you
are, nicely carving a mountain switch‐back highway, but, beunknownst to you, the
side‐stand spring has broken and the stand is now sticking out. You brake for a left‐
hander, or you are going downhill, and the stand now goes right forward as you tilt
the bike into the bend. Now it’s past it’s pivot centre, the road can’t push it safely
back. You can almost smell the surgical spirit now can’t you.
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I don’t know what happens next but it won’t be good. A massive high‐side into the
Armco comes to mind, but it’s all in the lap of the gods at this point. Even the centre
stand spring breaking can cause you problems. Quite apart from darn near inducing
coronary palpitations as it did for me, there is the issue that it’s not always easy or safe
to pull over. This is especially true of the construction zone concrete canyons that are
all over Metro Vancouver these days. You might look in the mirror to contemplate
such a move only to see it is ﬁlled with the angrily snarling radiator grill of a Mack truck
that is, as they all seem to be, far, far too close ‐ all the result of drivers being payed on
a per load basis I suspect.
The smart move might be to keep riding and hope that the damage won’t be too bad
because some of those trucks don’t look as though they plan
slow down any time soon. Actually, no, the really smart move
would be to prevent either scenario from unfolding in the ﬁrst
place.
Newer bikes have dealt with the problem simply by ﬁtting two
springs; cheap, simple and works like crazy. The ﬁx for older,
single spring machines is easy then ‐ do the same. There isn’t
always much room to play with when it comes to doubling
them up but some of the new bikes ‐ Triumph for example ‐
have cleverly ﬁtted a spring within a spring so it doesn’t take up
any more space than a single spring would. Check around and
see which new set‐up might work for you.
As soon as I got home I delved deep into my box of
miscellaneous springs and managed to get one of them to ﬁt inside another as a
temporary quick‐ﬁx to make me safe until I ﬁnd out which of the modern set‐ups I can
adapt. The extra spring doesn’t fully return the stand but it does get it out of the way.
There is an opportunity here for the motorcycle aftermarket: dual spring kits for
classics.
I ended up making a new side stand all together. With dual springs mounted on either
side it gives a reasonably smooth retraction; the springs are from Lordco’s selection of
universal units.
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The Showtime column is written by Wayne Dowler to provide timely updates on recent
shows, member involvement and upcoming shows. Many members of BMOC enjoy
displaying their motorcycles and exceptional handiwork and we trust that you will find
this useful and perhaps encourage you to attend and participate in these events.

SHOWTIME 2019
Information on car and motorcycle shows for BMOC members.
All British Field Meet ‐May 18
The day started out slightly cloudy but that did not deter the drivers from bringing out
their finest for this truly great show of British engineering and innovation in all things
automotive. The sun came out and shined on close to 600 vehicles that were parked
on the manicured lawns of VanDusen Botanical Gardens for what has been called The
Greatest Show on British Wheels. And what a great show it was! Remarkable cars that
you just don’t see in any other venue, and knowledgeable owners who are only too
willing to explain the stories behind each of their prised vehicles.
This year the motorcycle display area was relocated close to the front entrance so
virtually everyone who entered passed by. Although small in numbers the BMOC bikes
that were on display were greatly appreciated by all. Robert Smith showed his 1974
Norton Commando 850 Mk 11, Joe Li showed his 1959 Ariel Arrow 250, John Parsons
showed his 1928 AJS K6, Lucinda Rowley showed her 1970 BSA B441 Victor Special,
Alan Comfort showed his 1938 Velocette MSS 500, and Wayne Dowler showed his
1971 BSA B25T.
Alan Comfort’s Velocette was adjudged the Best Motorcycle Overall and placed 3rd in
the Entrants Choice Awards and Wayne Dowler placed 2nd in the Entrants Choice
Awards with his BSA.
Altogether a great day was had by all, looking at great vehicles and seeing old friends
in the most beautiful of settings.
Italian /French Father’s Day Car Show ‐ June 16
This always popular show takes place at Waterfront Park in North Vancouver. This
year the motorcycle section was very well represent with an abundance of Ducati’s,
Moto Gazzi’s, Laverda’s and various other makes. BMOC members attending included
Robert Smith who arrived on a Italian bike, Steve Gurry who arrived on a bicycle and
Tom Mellor arrived on a Triumph which he parked outside the show.
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Vancouver Vintage Motorcycle Show&Shine ‐ June 23
This show is held at Deeley’s Boundary Road location and is sponsored by the Deeley
Motorcycle Exhibition. They always bring some seldom seen bikes out from their
collection for display. BMOC members attending included Alan Comfort, Bevin Jones,
Rocky Weinstein, Joe Li, Derek Steele and probably some I missed. As this show is on
the Sunday after the Saltspring Camp out, many other members were still traveling.
An eclectic mix of bikes assembled and a great time was had by all, meeting old friends
and making new ones.
Vintage In The Valley ‐ August 18
This show has quickly become one of the “must go to” shows for residents of the
Lower Mainland and the Fraser Valley. It includes a vintage swap meet and a show
and shine. This year it will have a very British flavor. We believe it is the intention of
the BMOC to again have a display there this year. Be sure to mark your calendar for
this not to be missed event.
Heritage Classic ‐ August 24
This annual long time show was once a major event on many members calendar. I
recall years when there would be over 30 bikes on the field. Over the years this has
dwindled and last year only 1 lonely bike attended. In celebration of the 50th
anniversary of the show, for this year the sponsors, the MG and Jaguar Club, have
changed the location from its usual site at Heritage Park in North Vancouver to a South
Surry location at the Hazelmere R.V. Park. For more information on this show please
contact BMOC member Peter Tilbury at patilbury@shaw.ca
Crescent Beach Concours dElegance ‐ August 30
This annual invitational show is held on the Saturday of the Labor Day long weekend. It
includes vintage and special interest cars, trucks and motorcycles. The motorcycle
display this year will have up to 15 bikes representing 5 countries and a variety of
models and years. BMOC members showing bikes this year include Robert Smith,
Steve Gurry and John Parsons. Three of the four judges, Steve Harding, Alan Comfort
and Robert Smith, are BMOC members.
Footnote
We have not attempted to include all the shows available to our members and would
welcome input from you about shows you have attended this year.
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Pictures above and right:
General Meeting in May, Jim Bush
demonstrates the inner workings of his side
valve late 1920’s Coventry Eagle by
disassembling and reassembling it!
Below: Club members All British Field Meet
award winners
Alan Comfort’s 1937 MSS Velocette BMOC
award for Best M/C overall and 3rd Place
Entrants Choice Award; Wayne Dowler’s BSA
B25T 2nd Place Entrants Choice Award

Seen at the Classic TT IoM 2015 a devil of
an engine. Custom Kawasaki!
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